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China Emerging Economy Paper
China's economy continues its strong recovery, registering 18.3 percent year-on-year growth in the first quarter. The economic recovery on the global level, however, has been unbalanced. In the first ...
China's strong recovery impetus for global economy
Optimism over China's economy is fuelling some alternative bets in the foreign-exchange market.. Read more at straitstimes.com.
China's booming economy is fuelling alternative yuan trades
China’s exports rose by a higher-than-expected 32.3% year-on-year in April, while imports jumped by 43.1%, adding to signs that the economy continues to recover from last year’s Covid-19 pandemic amid ...
China’s Exports Beat Expectations on Demand From Covid-Hit Emerging Markets, Stimulus Policies
A recovering US economy and the coronavirus crisis in India helped boost China’s trade data in April, but volumes are “probably close to a cyclical peak”, analysts said. Exports grew by 32.3 per cent ...
China trade: India coronavirus crisis, recovering US economy boosted figures, but ‘cyclical peak’ looms
Chinese exports grew at a forecast-busting rate last month, data showed Friday, while imports surged at their strongest in a decade as the global economy bounces back from the pandemic crisis and ...
China's exports top forecasts, imports growth best in 10 years
The rapid rise and increasingly significant size of Chinese outward investment is attracting attention and provoking debate not only from a purely economic but also a sustainable development ...
Chinese Outward Investment: An Emerging Policy Framework
Nearly 70 Pct Of NEEQ-Listed Enterprises Earn Profits In 2020. May 8th, 2021 \| 13:32 PM \| 22 views. BEIJING. About 70 percent of sma ...
Nearly 70 Pct Of NEEQ-Listed Enterprises Earn Profits In 2020
China's digital economy maintained a high growth rate of 9.7 percent in 2020 amid the pandemic and global economic downturn, said a white paper on China's digital economy development released Sunday.
China's digital economy sees robust growth amid pandemic
What the glittering top line economic growth figures out of China do not show is the millions of Chinese still living in poverty and this is an ...
Commentary: Millions of people in China just don't want to be poor anymore
Hello again Global Impact readers, You can be forgiven for confusion about what’s going on with the Chinese economy at the moment. News reports, including from the South China Morning Post, trumped ...
Pesky economic data: How is the Chinese economy really doing?
Australia's escalating rift with China could see the hypothetical prospect of war swiftly become a reality if the government doesn't urgently rethink its approach, according to a leading expert on ...
'Nuclear': Grim prediction for what war with China would look like
China's digital economy maintained a high growth rate of 9.7 percent in 2020 amid the pandemic and global economic downturn, said a white paper on China's ...
China's digital economy sees robust growth amid pandemic, – academy
China has added an odd piece of legislation that now bans people from ordering too much and wasting food. Most of us have got too excited about the prospect of food and ordered more than we need.
Binge-Eating Videos And Ordering Too Much Food Are Now Illegal In China
HONG KONG SAR - Media OutReach - 6 May 2021 - More than a year after the start of the pandemic, global economic trends are uneven due to lingering uncertainties around the spread of COVID-19. The ...
Coface Quarterly Barometer: US leads the global recovery, emerging economies lag behind
China and the Association of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAN) are likely to see the combined value of their digital economies reach 9.58 billion USD by 2025, laying solid grounds for more cooperation ...
China, ASEAN combined digital economic value predicted to hit 9.58 trillion USD in 2025
A latest survey on Global e Paper Market is conducted to provide hidden gems performance analysis The study is a perfect mix of qualitative and quantitative information covering market size breakdown ...
E-Paper Market To Eyewitness Massive Growth By 2026: E Ink, Liquavista, OED Technologies
China International Big Data Industry Expo 2021 to be held, Guizhou province, from May 26 will underscore the potential of the emerging field to help develop the digital economy and bolster ...
Guizhou big data expo to spur China's digital era
PRESIDENT Rodrigo Duterte on Wednesday night said that the arbitral victory of the Philippines against China’s claims in the West Philippine Sea (South China Sea) was nothing more than a scrap of ...
Duterte: PH arbitral win vs China just a ‘piece of paper’
The Sulphur Organic Paper Dyes market growth of the market would include a profiling of various companies who are investing much to spur their strategic moves. The report focuses on the top players in ...
Sulphur Organic Paper Dyes Market Growth Opportunity and Demands-Sales Outlook by Archroma, Atul, BASF, DyStar Singapore, Kemira
The Organic Paper Dyes market growth of the market would include a profiling of various companies who are investing much to spur their strategic moves. The report focuses on the top players in terms ...
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